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Presentation Goals
 Make the Business Case for Sustainable Project
Management
 Explain howStrategic Sustainability is an opportunity project
for
managers across all industries
worldwide
 Define Sustainability an State the Rules of Nature
 Describe the Triple Bottom Line
 List the Benefits Of Strategic Sustainability
 Introduce the 4 Sustainability Principles

 Present the ABCD Process
 Discuss Next Steps
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Business Issues Survey
Not Relevant Relevant Very Relevant
1. Are increasing energy, water, & materials
1
2
3
4
5
costs impacting your organization?

1
2. Are you being asked for more green and
socially responsible products and/or services?

2

3

4

5

3. Is it harder to hire top talent because college1
grads have higher Corporate Social
Responsibility expectations?
4. Do you believe employees are more productive
1
when their personal & corporate values align?

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

5. Have you been impacted by governments 1
imposing stricter environmental and human
rights legislation?

2

3

4

5

6. Have you found it harder to access capital since
1
investors are asking more CSR questions?

2

3

4

5
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What is Sustainability?
Sustainability - an approach to economic development that
meets the needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
UN World Commission on Environment & Development – 1997

Sustainable Project Management – using the tools &
techniques of traditional project management while
incorporating Sustainability into both new and existing
projects
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Going Green Makes Cents
Making the Case for Sustainable Project Management
What do Wal-Mart, GE & Home Depot have in common?
a.
b.
c.
d.

They are within the top 20 Fortune 500 companies
They embrace Sustainable Business Practices
Eco products & practices contribute to their bottom lines
All of the above
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Wal-Mart and Environmental Goals
World’s largest corporation – by revenue
$401B revenue FY 2009 (up 7.2% from 2008) $13.3B profits

“Sustainability is about building a better business.
We think it is essential to our future success as a retailer
–
and to meeting the expectations of customers
.”
Lee Scott, president CEO Wal-Mart
Environmental Goals
Reduce greenhouse gases by 20 percent in seven years
Reduce energy use at stores by 30 percent
Cut solid waste from U.S. stores by 25 percent in three years
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GE: “Ecomagination”

Ecomagination- helping to solve the world’s biggest
environmentalchallenges by driving
profitable growth for GE

May 2005 - CEO Jeffery Immelt
announces Revenue opportunity:
 Sell $25 Billion of 80 Eco Products per year by 2010
 Up from $14 Billion in sales in 2007
 Up from $10 Billion in sales in 2004

sustainabilityadvantage.com
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Home Depot

 World‟s largest buyer of construction material
 Pressured by protests against selling wood from
endangered forests in Chile and Indonesia
 Largest green labeling program in U.S. retailing;
promotes energy conservation (Energy Star) and
sustainable forestry (Forest Stewardship Council)
products

 2,500 products; 90% already on the shelves 6,000
products by end by 2009
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Global “Green" Energy Stimulus

World governments have committed more tha
$200B toward technologies to cut dependence
on fossil fuels

250 new policies since July 2008 in USA, EU, and
Asia to support solar / wind power and climate
- change
mitigation projects

Reuters, “Global ‘green’ energy stimulus hits $200 billion
basedon analysis by Deutsche Bank, Feb 2009
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Harvard Business Review Sep 09
Why Sustainability is Now the Key Driver of Innovation
 Innovation is the key to progress in times of economic crisis
 Companies arechanging the way they think about products,
technologies, processes, and business models
 Only companies that make sustainability a goal will achieve
competitive advantage
 Sustainability can lower costs and increase revenues
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Why Sustainability is Now the Key Driver of Innovation

5-Stage
Sustainability
Journey

5. Purpose/Passion
Values-driven founder /CEO

4. Integrated Strategy
Enhanced business value

3. Beyond Compliance
Eco-efficiencies
PR Crisis
Regulatory Threat

2. Compliance
Regulatory Enforcement - Unsustainable

1. Pre-Compliance – Very Unsustainable
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Harvard Business Review May 2010
The Sustainability Imperative - Four Stages of Value Creation
Stage 1 Reduce cost, risks, and waste; deliver proof-of-value
Stage 2 Redesign selected products, processes: do old things in new
ways: then do new things in new ways
Stage 3 Drive revenue growth by integrating innovative approaches
into core strategies
Stage 4 Differentiate value through new business
models, enhanced corporate culture, brand
leadership, and other intangibles to secure
durable competitive advantage
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Innovation - “Nike Considered Design”
"We are designing for the
sustainable economy of tomorrow, and for us
that meansusing fewer resources, more sustainable materials and
renewable energy to produce new products.“
President and CEO Mark
Parker

Considered
Pegasus

 More efficient design patterns use less
material, easier to recycle, adhesives made
from water instead of toxic chemicals,
sustainable materials: cork, organic cotton
 Air Jordan XX3 - Jan 08 - Made from
recycled plastic & scrap materials with no
toxic adhesives

Considered
Air Jordan XX3
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6 Sustainability Imperative Drivers
• Globalized workforces and supply chains
have created environmental pressures and
liabilities
• Intensified competition for natural resources
especially oil,due to the rise of China and
India
• CO2 and water
are fast becoming material toinvestors
• Consumers seek sustainable productsservices
/
• Governments are imposing regulations:
SECruling that climate risk is material to investors;
EPA’s mandate that GHGs be regulated as
pollutant
a
• Explosion of innovation in energy efficiency, renewable power, resource
productivity, and pollution control
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Corporate Commitment is Building Momentum
Announcements in March 2009 …. in a recession
Spending $500M on alternative fuel vehicles

New line of water management products & services

Designed lightest
-weight water bottle

Goal to sell $50B in eco products in 2012
Up from previous goal of $20B
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WWF Climate Savers Initiative
Energy Savings Campaign
Call for decline of GHG - Green House Gases to half
of 2000's levels by 2050

Members:
Google, Yahoo, Intel, Dell, H-P, IBM, Lenovo, Microsoft, Nokia,
Sony, Nike, US EPA, 25 NGOs and Universities
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Is Short Term Profit The Only Driver?
 Past century has brought
extraordinary improvements in
human health, education and
material well-being

 Unintended consequences include
ecosystem destruction air, land &
water pollution, dwindling energy
reserves
 The resulting impact:
Spiraling energy costs
Toxins accumulating in food
Water shortages

Thenaturalstep.org
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The Natural Step

The Natural Step is
an International non
profit dedicated to
helping organizations
adopt sustainable
business and living
practices
www.naturalstep.org/
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The Rules of Nature
Scientists agree on these non-negotiable facts about the earth:
1.There is no
away - matter
can change
form, but it
doesn’t leave
2. The sun’s
energy drives
everything

Planet

4. Plants capture
the sun’s energy to
power their growth
which keeps our
planet healthy

People
Profit

3.We live in
the biosphere
- which is as
thin as an
onion skin and
very fragile

Our economy exists within
the larger system of nature

5.All life on earth
depends on
Nature’s self
regulating, efficient
cycles where
nothing is wasted
To be sustainable,
we need to operate
within the natural
laws that govern all
life on earth
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